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Editions du Chêne, founded in 1941, are specialists in the domain of quality illustrated
books. Right from the beginning, le Chêne’s production focused on three major
strengths: originality, eclecticism and openness.
Passionate and fascinating authors, highly talented photographers, original subjects,
quality design and printing, and a wide price range: these are our demands and the
assets of our production.
From lifestyle to travel, cooking to art, not forgetting history and nature, we build
the catalogue of Editions du Chêne day after day, with passion.
Editions EPA, acquired in 1996, are historically renowned for the excellent quality of
their books on motor vehicles. Over the last few years, the company has considerably
diversified its publications to cover subjects including motor vehicles, music, sport,
wine and many others.
Throughout this time, it has maintained its reputation for quality and excellence,
publishing more than forty titles each year.
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A conversation beyond
the grave with Joan Miró
Catherine Laulhère
Patrick Benamor

A graphic novel that tells the
story of one of the iconic artists
of the 20th century and key
figures in the history of art.
From his meeting with Picasso in 1920
to his unwavering friendship with the
artist Calder and to his joining the
surrealist movement, this graphic novel
reveals all about the incredible life led
by Joan Miró, who for a time, devoted
himself to, in his own words, ‘murder
painting’.
Through Patrick Benamor’s vivid illustrations, readers are invited to rediscover the great events that punctuated
the artist’s life and also his relationship
with art, his sources of inspirations
and his deep-seated attachment to his
native land, Catalonia, the origins of his
creative emotions. A poetic and dreamlike journey into the life of one of the
leading figures in the history of art.
Exhibition Joan Miró, La couleur de mes
rêves at the Grand Palais from October
2018 to February 2019.
Catherine Laulhère has been an editor
of illustrated books and art books
for over twenty years.
Patrick Benamor is an illustrator.
This is his first book.

ART & PHOTOGRAPHY

200x260 | 160 pages | Hardcover | 24.90€ | September 2018
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Alfons Mucha
and Art Nouveau
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160x280 | 192 pages | Hardcover | 29.90€ | September 2018

Stéphane Guégan

Philippe Thiébaut

A reconstruction of Gauguin’s
life in 300 paintings, drawings,
photographs and manuscript
letters.

Discover Art Nouveau, this art
form, linked to nature and full of
joy, which provided a final wave
of optimism over Europe during
the Belle Époque.

NEW

Art Nouveau was a brief and often
misunderstood movement that undoubtedly paved the way for the artistic
revolution of the 20th century.
It signalled a renewal of nature-inspired decorative motifs, of pairing the
beautiful and the useful. While floral
motifs were reproduced again and again
on fabrics, wallpapers, book covers and
posters, Art Nouveau would also signal
great innovation in decoration, furniture
and woodwork. It was accompanied by a
revival of materials that were perceived
to be more modern: iron, ceramics,
glass, etc.
Discover this movement through
the most emblematic works of Alfons
Mucha and many other artists such as
William Morris, Hector Guimard, Émile
Gallé, Majorelle, Victor Prouvé,
Paul Daum, René Lalique and Louis
Comfort Tiffany.

Philippe Thiébaut is an honorary
general heritage curator. In 1980, he
was assigned to the Musée d’Orsay
(then under construction) to build and
manage its Art Nouveau collections.
At the same time, he curated various
exhibitions. Author of many articles and
books, he also published the correspondence of René Lalique (2004) and Emile
Gallé (2014) with the Bibliothèque des
Arts, Lausanne.

Gauguin

Mucha
et l’Art nouveau à Paris

J

uin 1885, Mette et les siens n’y tiennent plus, Gauguin doit partir, quitter
Copenhague où sa vie est devenue en un an synonyme d’échec, d’effroi
et d’effronterie. Au-delà des toiles cirées qu’il n’a pas su vendre, des peintres danois
qu’il n’a pas su séduire, des tableaux dont la production a chuté, il y a Mette
et leurs cinq enfants, auprès desquels il ne veut déjà plus être un mari et un père
comme les autres. Quant à trouver la juste limite entre la domesticité bourgeoise
et la liberté de création, n’est pas Manet qui veut… Gardons-nous pourtant
d’un certain biographisme américain, ce serait si simple de renvoyer Gauguin
à son narcissisme irresponsable ou à son égoïsme monstrueux, misogyne, hanté
d’homosexualité refoulée et donc doublement coupable. La vie des peintres est
toujours plus compliquée que la pauvre raison des historiens ou, pire, des théoriciens
du « genre ». Las des reproches, impuissant à combiner l’alimentaire et sa peinture,
bousculant la société danoise par sa rudesse et ses mots salés, Gauguin, en somme,
prend le large : « Je suis revenu à Paris tout seul, impossible de tenir la tempête
en Danemark », écrit-il à Pissarro en juin 1885, omettant de lui avouer
que le petit Clovis l’a accompagné. La figure du martyr, victime des convenances
et de l’éthique protestante, commence à se dessiner.

L E S D É B U T S PA R I S I E N S

« Fatigués jusqu’à l’écœurement de la ligne droite, nous
regardons avec délice ces courbes graciles et légères,
audacieuses et simples…»
FRANTZ JOURDAIN SUR L’ART NOUVEAU, 1899

Autoportrait dédié à Charles Laval
(puis à Eugène Carrière)
1886 ou 1888 | Huile sur toile
46,5 × 38,6 cm | Washington,
National Gallery of Art

Cette rupture est grosse d’une séparation plus radicale, mais
personne n’y croit encore. Entre ses devoirs familiaux et le
désir de jouir d’une totale indépendance, Gauguin hésite
toujours. On le verra même en janvier 1886 redouter que
Mette puisse le tromper : « il n’y a du reste qu’un crime,
l’adultère », écrit-il en petit-bourgeois. Et, dans la même
lettre, il la menacera d’en faire autant avec « une femme qui
soit […] autre chose que mère ». Un fond de sexualité insatisfaite s’énonce peut-être ici. Mette, intelligente et dirigiste,
passait pour bien moins frivole que ses sœurs cadettes. Pour
l’heure, elle protège ses enfants des « folies » d’un peintre
dont le déclassement volontaire ne va pas s’améliorer. Rien
n’est tout à fait perdu, malgré les menaces auxquelles
Gauguin a tant de mal à résister : « J’espère nous voir réunis
un de ces jours mais je t’assure qu’il n’y aura pas un des tiens
entre nous deux, écrit Paul à son épouse ; sinon de bon et
aimant je deviendrai une bête féroce. » Dès son retour en
France et après s’être provisoirement trouvé un toit grâce à
Schuffenecker, Gauguin file sur la côte normande, rendez-vous
des peintres en villégiature. Certains lui tournent le dos,
Degas, avec qui il reste en froid, et surtout le cercle plus
mondain du peintre Jacques-Émile Blanche, fils du médecin
qui avait soigné Gérard de Nerval et tant d’autres dans sa
clinique célèbre. De Gauguin, il écrira plus tard : « Sa curieuse
physionomie, l’extravagance de sa mise, et un certain air
hagard que trop de fois mon père m’avait indiqués comme
les signes de la mégalomanie, m’éloignaient de lui. »
43

All kinds of legends and misguided
approximations continue to warp our
memory of Gauguin’s life and work.
Yet there is so much more to his short,
unexpected and exquisite career (1848–
1903) than the myth of the cursed artist
destroyed by failure and syphilis. The
present book explores the artist’s life
without prejudice, and presents itself as
the diary of a man whose obsession for
the unknown equalled only his determination to succeed.
Published in time for the 170th anniversary of the artist’s birth in 2018 and
the Gauguin exhibition at the Grand
Palais (October 2017–January 2018).
Stéphane Guégan is a Gauguin specialist and art curator at the Musée
d’Orsay. He co-authored the catalogue
Gauguin Polynesia (Copenhagen and
Seattle, 2011) and curated many acclaimed exhibitions in France and abroad,
such as Manet. Ritorno a Venezia
(Venice, Palazzo ducale, 2013).

160x280 | 192 pages | Hardcover | 29.90€ | September 2017
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100 Paintings Series

September 2018

Pascal Bonafoux

100 paintings by a great artist or on a strong topic,
beautifully commented by Pascal Bonafoux, one of France’s best Art Historians

NEW

Impressionism
Autumn 2014
RIGHTS SOLD : Simplified Chinese

Pascal Bonafoux is one of France’s
greatest art historians: he is a writer,
art curator and professor, teaching art
history at Paris 8 University, and was a
resident at the Villa Medici in 1980 and
1981. He is the author of several books
published by Editions du Chêne:
Les Coulisses du Louvre (2008),
Les Coulisses de Versailles (2009)
and Monet peintre de l’eau (2010).

0
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245x340 | 260 pages | Hardcover with cloth on spine | 29.90€

Discover the many facets of
Pierre-Auguste Renoir (1841–1919),
a key figure of the Impressionism
movement who holds a prominent
place in the history of art.
100 essential works to appreciate and
understand the greatness of a prolific
painter (close to 4,000 paintings) in
search of harmony, beauty and an uncompromising pictorial style, 100 years
after his death.
-
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Paris
Autumn 2015
RIGHTS SOLD : Simplified Chinese

The Life of Jesus
Autumn 2016

Degas
September 2017
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Art! Art! 4th Vol.
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October 2018

Art! Art! Series

Frédéric Taddeï
Marie-Isabelle Taddeî

195x250 | 224 pages | Hardcover | 29.90€

Discover the most beautiful works of art of all time, gathered in one series!

Discover 100 new works of art!
In this 4th volume of “Art! Art!”, discover
a hundred new works of art matched
with explanations. With a touch of humor
and a handful of anecdotes, you will
know everything about the major pieces
of the history of art. Dürer, Rubens,
Delacroix, Manet, Van Gogh, Chagall or
Fontana, the greatest artists unveil their
stories, for the love of art!
Frédéric Taddeï has been presenting
“D’Art d’Art” on French TV Channel
France 2 since 2002 and “Ce soir (ou
jamais !)” (Tonight or never) on France
3, then France 2 since 2006. He’s also
been active on the radio since 2005 on
France Culture and has recently started
leading a daily cultural show on Europe 1.
Marie-Isabelle Taddeï started her legal
studies at Paris V University and simultaneously collaborated with the magazine Maintenant. She diversified her
professional activities by successively
leading firms, an art gallery, a restaurant
and a hotel. She has been the co-author
of the TV show “D’Art d’Art” since 2002.
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Volume 1
October 2008

Volume 2
October 2010

Volume 3
October 2015

RIGHTS SOLD : Simplified Chinese
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Colouring Books Series
260x340 or 170x222 | 96 pages | Paperback | 12.90€ or 5.90€

Rediscover the most important art movements and the most famous artists
through this colouring books series.

How to Look at a Painting 19.90€
September 2016
195x250 | 312 pages |Paperback with ¾ jacket
RIGHTS SOLD : Complex Chinese, Russian,
Simplified Chinese, Spanish, WEL

The Five Giacomettis 39.90€
October 2017
210x270 | 256 pages | Hardcover

Impressionist Portraits & Self-Portraits 39.90€
February 2017
210x270 | 192 pages | Hardcover

(RIGHTS SOLD IN BRACKETS)
General: Louis XIVth & Versailles, Gardens, Shadoks, Monet’s Giverny (Complex Chinese, German, Korean), Fashion and Buttons
Art: Velasquez, Pissarro, Picasso (German, Spanish, WEL), Gauguin, Paul Klee, Fantin Latour, Amadéo de Souzo-Cardoso, Impressionists: from
Monet to Van Gogh (Dutch, Korean, Russian, Simplified Chinese, WEL), Impressionists: from Caillebotte to Manet (Dutch, Russian, Simplified
Chinese, WEL), De Souza-Cardoso, Mucha, Kandinsky (Russian), Le Douanier Rousseau, Pierre Bonnard, Vigée-Lebrun, Klimt (German, WEL),
Optical art, Art! Art!, Cubism (Korean), Monet’s gardens, Pop art (Korean), Street art (Italian)
Japan: Japan’s soul (Simplified Chinese, WEL), Japan’s landscapes (Simplified Chinese)
Great cities: Nice, Paris (Dutch, Italian, Korean, Simplified Chinese, Vietnamese, WEL), New York (Italian), Barcelona (Catalan, Spanish)
Join the dots: Rangavalli, Rangavalli Circle the dots, Paris (Dutch, German, Korean), New York
Paris Lights 25€
October 2016
287x200 | 240 pages | Hardcover
RIGHTS SOLD : WEL

Spot the Differences Series
210x297 | 96 pages | Paperback | 12.90€

Discover the greatest paintings while having fun: find the differences
that were inserted in the works of art!

Hieronymus Bosch Triptichs 45€
October 2017
324x364 | 96 pages | Hard case with five
triptychs and paperback book
RIGHTS SOLD : WEL

Easy Art Courses Series
220x280 | 192-312 pages | Paperback with jacket | 18€

An easy approach to art techniques!

Painters’ Gardens
February 2017

Easy Watercolors
April 2012
RIGHTS SOLD :
Simplified Chinese

Watercolors:
Marine Landscapes
May 2013
RIGHTS SOLD :
Simplified Chinese

Watercolours:
French Landscapes
May 2013
RIGHTS SOLD :
Simplified Chinese

Easy Drawing
April 2012
RIGHTS SOLD :
Simplified Chinese

Drawing and Painting
January 2013

Camille Pissarro
February 2017

Johannes Vermeer
February 2017
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Protest!
Michaël Lellouche
Changing the world with posters!
During the 1960’s and 1970’s, protest
posters started to flood the streets
whenever social and political battles
were raging. This movement spread all
over the world, from the May 68 events
in France to the anti-Vietnam War
movement in the USA and the Prague
Spring in Czechoslovakia. Discover the
universal spirit and timelessness of over
350 protest posters from all around the
world (USA, France, Czechoslovakia,
South Africa, Germany, Italy, Sweden,
Greece, Mexico, Spain, Brazil, etc.) and
how they became the ultimate instrument of power to echo the voice of the
people.
Exhibition at the Millennium Iconoclast
Museum of Art (MIMA) in Brussels, from
May to December 2018.
-

Michaël Lellouche is a French journalist
and scriptwriter. He is passionate about
the artwork of protest movements and
his «Art of Protest» collection is one of
the largest collections of protest posters
in the world, featuring almost 1,600
pieces.

HUMANITIES

210x270 | 336 pages | Hardcover | 35€ | April 2018

HUMANITIES
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Nutcases Through History

195x256 | 160 pages | Hardcover | 19.90€ | September 2018

Gavin’s Clemente-Ruiz
Wassim Boutaleb J.

The book paints a portrait of the people
throughout history and around the
world who have been completely nuts,
wacky, bloodthirsty, odd or outright
insane. We encounter familiar faces, like
the Papin sisters, Nero, Gengis Khan
and Agatha Christie, but also other,
lesser-known figures, each one nuttier
than the next. They have all shaped or
changed the world, created or surprised, dreamed or hated, but in what
a way. The author amuses himself by
classifying them, both men and women,
into different groups: harmless loonies,
eccentric figures, zany characters,
quirky and gentle dreamers, raging or
bloodthirsty madmen and women, etc.
Gavin’s Clemente-Ruiz is a ‘curious author of curiosities’ and researcher-writer for the French guide books Guide
du Routard. With Éditions du Chêne, he
has published Abécédaire d’un jeune
père (Alphabet Book of a Young Father),
Coutumes du monde (Customs Around
the World), Coutumes de l’espace (Customs in Space), and Coutumes de Paris
(Customs in Paris).
Wassim Boutaleb J. is a comics author
and illustrator. He has worked for Nike
and The Parisianer and has collaborated
with Éditions du Chêne for La Déclaration des droits des femmes (Declaration
of the Rights of Women).

Map Cities

245x340 | 176 pages | Bodoni Hardcover with cloth on spine | 35€ | October 2017

Francisca Mattéoli
Gavin’s Clemente-Ruiz

TRAITÉ DE ZINZINOLOGIE

In this portrait gallery of historic figures, crazy men and women, who
are all experts in ‘nutcase-ology’,
are gathered together in a book
that is both fun and enriching!
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Les Zinzins
de l’Histoire

Ils sont fous, farfelus, drôles
ou sanguinaires… mais ils ont fait l’Histoire !
Illustration Wassim Boutaleb

Discover the history of the world’s greatest cities, illustrated
with ancient maps!
Following the great success of Map
Stories, Map Cities tells the story of
23 surprising cities around the world.
Discover how they came to be and learn
about the amazing events that took
place there. Each story is beautifully
illustrated with antique maps, taking
the reader on a magical journey through
space and time.

1 BOOK = 23 CITIES
New York, Berlin, Montreal, London,
Paris, Beijing, San Francisco, Manaus,
Pompeii, Cairo, Dublin, Cape Town,
Valparaiso, Edinburgh, Lisbon, L.A.,
St Petersburg, New Orleans, Jerusalem, Mexico City, Babylon, Sydney and
Barcelona.
Francisca Mattéoli is a supremely international author: her mother is Scottish,
but she grew up in South America and
has Chilean nationality. She lived in
Brazil in the past and currently resides
in Paris. She has written many travel
books, published in about 10 countries
and translated into many languages.
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Map Stories
Octobre 2015
RIGHTS SOLD: WEL, German, Swedish, Spanish
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November 2017

Literature in Comics Series

Caroline Guillot

190x256 | 96 pages | Hardcover with foam | 14.90€

The most famous works of renowned writers revisited and explained with beautiful illustrations.

Agatha Christie’s best detective
novels analysed and illustrated
with great humour !
Murder on the Orient Express,
The Murder of Roger Ackroyd,
And Then There Were None… Rediscover the most famous novels by the
queen of crime fiction and investigate
each murder! Each novel summary
contains, beyond a hefty dose of dark
humour, a review of the context of the
crime, the characters, a drawing of the
scene of the crime, the first testimonies
and inquiry progression, up until the
discovery of the murderer, whose identity is, of course, not given away… but
the clues discovered by Hercule Poirot,
Miss Marple or Tommy and Tuppence
Beresford may help you to identify the
murderer.
Caroline Guillot is an illustrator and
an author. She created the blog “Trash
Cancan”, winner of the best blog prize
in the general culture category, at the
Golden Blog Awards 2011. She published
at Editions du Chêne Trash Cancan,
la véritable histoire des rois et des
reines de France, Les Favorites de Louis
XIV, Les Grands méchants and Shakespeare in Comics. She also works on
educational material for associations.
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NEW

Shakespeare in Comics
March 2016
RIGHTS SOLD: Complex Chinese, Simplified Chinese
and Korean

Molière in Comics
March 2017
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November 2017

Universal Declarations Illustrated Series
190x256 | 144-152 pages | Hardcover | 14.90€

Collective

Learn all about fundamental rights!

In this book, discover the International
Convention on the Rights of the Child,
which was adopted by the United
Nations on 20th November 1989.
The first part contains text adapted
for children of 10 years plus. It is illustrated by children’s books designers
and illustrators from the world
of animation. The second part contains
the full text of the Convention for
parents or young adults. It is completed
with quotes from artists, philosophers
and public figures who are committed
to the rights of the child.

NEW

RIGHTS SOLD: Simplified Chinese
Human Rights
December 2015
RIGHTS SOLD: Korean

Humanity’s Rights
November 2016

Women’s Rights
February 2017
152 pages
RIGHTS SOLD: Korean, WEL
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Classics Illustrated Series
185x265 | 272 - 448 pages | PLC with foam | 25€ - 29.90€

Some of the greatest works of literature, illustrated and published in one series.

Long Live the Queen! 24.90€
November 2017
190x256 | 192 pages | Hardcover

Classics illustrated : Arabian nights
October 2016

Classics illustrated : Oscar Wilde
October 2016

Illustrated Biographies Series
240x288 | 216-312 pages | Hardcover with jacket | 35€

The most significant figures in History, depicted in a richly illustrated book series.

Josephine
October 2014

Louis the XIV th
September 2015

The Tudors
March 2015

Marie-Antoinette
October 2013
RIGHTS SOLD : Japanese, WEL

Darwin’s On the Origin of the Species illustrated 14.90€
September 2017
190x256 | 144 pages | Hardcover
RIGHTS SOLD : Simplified Chinese
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Alphand, the father
of Paris’s gardens
Éric Burie
Bénédicte Leclerc
Sylvie Depondt
Rediscover Paris and its gardens
through the iconic works of Alphand, the father of Paris’s green
spaces
While he is relatively unknown to the
general public and often eclipsed by the
figure of Baron Haussmann, it is to JeanCharles-Adolphe Alphand (1817–1891)
that we owe much of what today is the
charm of Paris. A civil engineer and later
director of public works for the City of
Paris during the great transformation
the French capital underwent during
the Second Empire, he was behind such
emblematic spaces as Parc Monceau,
Parc Montsouris, the Bois de Boulogne, the Bois de Vincennes, Parc des
Buttes-Chaumont and the Square des
Batignolles.
Through more than 200 illustrations
and the perspective of more than thirty
experts and artists, this book traces
the steps of the man considered to be
the father of Paris’s green spaces and
reflects on the key role he played in the
city’s beautification and the heritage he
left us.
Éric Burie is a journalist and a member
of the jury of many competitions.
Graduate in architectural and urban
planning history, Bénédicte Leclerc
worked as a research engineer on the
history of urban form.
Sylvie Depondt is an Archaeologist,
historian, film director and Conservator
General of Heritage for the City of Paris.

SCIENCE & NATURE

210x270 | 240 pages | Hardcover | 29.90€ | April 2018

SCIENCE & NATURE

Trees
Christophe de Hody
Corinne Jamet-Ruiz
Harvest and use everything that
trees have to offer!
This beautiful, richly illustrated book
presents around 20 of the most common
tree species found in European forests
(oak, lime, elderberry, chestnut, cherry,
ash, willow, hornbeam, etc.).
For each tree, a description of its environment, its history, some anecdotes
and ways to identify it while on a walk
are provided.
The author then gives a list of the parts
of the tree that can be used and the
seasons in which these products can be
harvested. The properties and benefits
are presented along with possible uses.
It includes simple recipes (herbal teas,
decoctions) and cooked ones (soups,
jams, salads, gratins, etc.). Different
techniques to complement the recipes
are included at the end of the book (how
to harvest flowers, how to dry them, how
to make a herbal tea, etc.).
Christophe de Hody is a naturopath,
herbalist and field botanist. He trained
at Imderplan school of plants, École
du Breuil, Lyon’s school of medicinal
plants, and via naturopath training at the
European college of traditional holistic
naturopathy (CENATHO). He provides
training on edible and medicinal wild
plants, enabling people to identify them.
He also teaches people how to cook wild
plants, how to prepare remedies and
about naturopathy.

185x237 | 192 pages | Hardcover | 25€ | October 2018
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Buffon’s animals

SCIENCE & NATURE

Nanoparticles:
A Planned Scandal

245 x 340 | 304 pages | Hardcover | 39,90 € | November 2018

Jacques Cuisin

Hugues Demeude
Discover an exceptional
collection of images that focuses
on a contemporary issue:
the extinction of animal species.

After the endocrine disrupter
scandal, read about the shocking
investigation into nanoparticles!

In this book, Jacques Cuisin brings
incredible, never-before-seen colour
images from Buffon’s Natural History,
lost in the drawers of the National
Library of France, back to life.
A renowned scientist from the Age
of Enlightenment, Buffon is considered
the father of the natural sciences,
notably for his influence on Charles
Darwin’s theories. He spent his entire
life studying, drawing and presenting
thousands of animal species.
In this unprecedented publication,
Jacques Cuisin creates a record of
animal species from around the world,
offering scientific and environmental
information on 130 animals, both domesticated (donkey, dog, sheep, etc.) and
wild (zebras, elephants, rhinoceros, etc.).
Scientist and bird specialist Jacques
Cuisin is the curator of the mammal
collections at the French National
Museum of Natural History.
He has written many books.

After endocrine disrupters, nanoparticles are the next heath scandal: these
particles, added without our knowledge
to many everyday objects and foods,
are infinitely small matter with resulting
negative effects on human health. Once
absorbed into the body, they are impossible to flush out. So which products
contain them? Why do manufacturers
use them? What studies have been
conducted on them and what impact
could they have on our bodies? Hugues
Demeude answers all of these questions
with the help of experts on the topic,
including researchers, doctors, scientists and teachers, in a captivating book
that will bring the nanoparticle scandal
into the light.
A specialist in environment and society,
Hugues Demeude is a journalist and
director. He is the author of Nucléaire:
danger immédiat (Nuclear: Immediate
Danger) with Thierry Gadault, Alerte
aux fléaux biologiques (Warning:
Biological Plagues) and Nos pompiers
(Our Firefighters).

Babiroussa
BABIROUSSA DE CÉLÈBES

Babyrousa celebensis

Introduction by the famed explorer
Nicolas Vanier.

UNE ESPÈCE SINGULIÈRE

L’animal décrit par Buffon cachait trois ou quatre espèces. Ainsi, les anatomistes et généticiens
contemporains ont-il pu le déceler, après de nombreuses recherches sur cet animal endémique
de Sulawesi (anciennement Célèbes) et de quelques autres îles environnantes, qui possèdent
désormais chacune leur espèce. Son nom vernaculaire comme celui du genre viennent du malais
babi, « cochon sauvage », et de rusa, « cerf indo-malais ». L’étymologie du nom évoque les canines
supérieures des mâles qui poussent à la verticale et s’enroulent au-dessus du museau, donnant à
l’animal un aspect préhistorique Sous une orthographe différente, l’animal a été décrit par un
naturaliste allemand en 1775, ce qui monstre que Buffon est resté très informé des dernières
découvertes zoologiques jusqu’à la fin de sa vie.
PA R M I L E S M A R É C AG E S

Hôte des zones détrempées (forêts ou marécages), le babiroussa est très peu velu et d’une silhouette un peu plus fluette que celle de son cousin paléarctique à la fourrure épaisse et rêche. Le
poids du mâle ne dépasse guère 100 kg, celui de la femelle 60. Sa peau est en revanche épaisse et
riche en glandes odoriférantes, destinées à baliser son domaine vital.
En petit groupe ou solitaire comme tous les suidés, il parcourt son domaine pour satisfaire un
régime alimentaire omnivore, composé surtout de champignons, de baies et de larves, car il
n’utilise pas son groin, plutôt fragile, à fouailler le sol ou les souches. Bon nageur, il n’hésite pas à
franchir un bras de mer pour passer d’un site à un autre.
Les femelles donnent naissance à un ou deux jeunes seulement, au bout de 150 jours environ de
gestation. Ceux-ci sont capables de suivre leur mère quelques heures après leur naissance et de
consommer des aliments solides après une semaine d’existence. L’espérance de vie est de douze
ans environ dans la nature et à peu près le double en captivité.
UNE ESPÈCE INSULAIRE

Aujourd’hui, les populations de ces espèces insulaires à l’habitat fragmenté ne totalisent plus
que quelque 4 000 individus. Les menaces qui pèsent sur elles sont essentiellement liées à la
déforestation, restreignant et fragilisant leur habitat, après avoir été chassées par les populations
locales ou massacrées pour des raisons religieuses.
Curieusement, on ne trouve que très peu de parures rituelles dans les cultures locales ou régionales incluant ces défenses gracieusement recourbées. Pourtant, les babiroussa ont été chassés
intensément au xix e siècle pour leur peau et leur graisse, que son détenteur considérait comme
une richesse.
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155 x 235 mm | 256 pages | Paperback | 19,90€ | October 2018

Hugues Demeude

NANOPARTICULES
SCANDALE
PROGRAMMÉ
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Herbarium 39,90€
November 2017
245x340 | 304 pages | Hardcover

A Little History of Science’s
Great Impostures 19.90€
April 2016
155x240 | 272 pages | Paperback
RIGHTS SOLD : Japanese

SCIENCE & NATURE

The Healing Plants Bible 35€
January 2017
213x270 | 672 pages | Paperback

True or False? Conventional Beliefs
in Medicine 19.90€
October 2017
155x230 | 192 pages | Paperback

SCIENCE & NATURE

600 Questions on Gardening 14.90€
September 2017
123x123 | 150 cards + 32 pages booklet
Square game box

Hoaxes of Medicine 29.90€
October 2016
195x250 | 288 pages | Hardcover
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Japan from above
Laurent Martein
From the north to the south, Japan
and the Japanese people as never
seen before!
From the sky, Japan is made up of
almost 8,645 islands, the main four of
which are Hokkaido, Honshu, Shikoku
and Kyushu. Often the image we have of
Japan is that of the mega city of Tokyo,
but there are also beautiful mountains
and forests, incredible volcanoes and
paradise beaches. This book takes us
on a journey from the north to the south
of the archipelago and provides a new
perspective of its landscape, in parts
under tight control, and in others left
wild. Japan is revealed at last, through
the four seasons, from the blossoming
of the cherry trees to the snowflakes
falling over Mount Fuji. We can also
discover the Japanese people, their
history and culture, their views on their
lifestyle and society. Meeting these inhabitants reveals not only the diversity
of the country, but also its complex and
contrasting culture which never ceases
to fascinate.
Laurent Martein is an author and
television documentary series producer.
Maaserhit Honda is a photographer
and film and documentary director.
Xavier Lefebvre is a film director and
has produced mainstream television
documentary series.
Gédeon Programmes produced the
five-episode documentary series
À la découverte du Japon de demain
(Discovering the Japan of the Future),
co-produced by Arte, the Japanese
television channel NHK and the French
channel Voyage.

TOURISM & ADVENTURE

210x270 | 312 pages | Hardcover | Jacket | 29.90€ | September 2018

TOURISM & ADVENTURE
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Nomade des Mers
Corentin de Chatelperron
Hop on board with Corentin de
Chatelperron, the young explorer
who is a skilled boatman and lets
you come along for a round-theworld tour of low-tech innovations
and green solutions for the autonomy of humankind!
Have you heard of low tech? Why not
find out about the most promising of
these technologies on a round-the-world trip of green initiatives and their inventors? The author has set a challenge
to experts and scientists : invent simple
devices to allow human beings, floundering in this increasingly interconnected
world of technology, to recover their
independence. In this book, follow the
young engineer and his team’s trip on
board the ship-come-laboratory, the
Nomade des Mers, which left the port
of Concarneau in 2016 for three years
of exploration. The aim was to become
an exemplary self-sufficient ecosystem,
the standard-bearer of sustainable and
united innovation. Low tech is the true
engine of the adventure!
Corentin de Chatelperron, born in 1983,
is a French engineer, explorer and president of the Gold of Bengal association.
His mission is to research, develop and
promote solutions to the challenges of
autonomy of water, energy, food and
materials that better respect nature,
cultures and the resources of different
areas.

TOURISM & ADVENTURE

190x256 | 320 pages | Hardbound + ½ jacket | 29.90€ | September 2018

TOURISM & ADVENTURE
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Mike Horn, Finally Free!

TOURISM & ADVENTURE

TOURISM & ADVENTURE

190 x 256 | 208 pages | PLC with jacket | 24.90€ | October 2017

Mike Horn

In the Footsteps
of Neanderthals:
A Survival Guide

Mike Horn’s stories and his advice
on survival, finally compiled in an
illustrated book!

Antoine Balzeau
Karine Balzeau

“I always thought that you create
your own freedom!”

This is an illustrated, fun and
scientific survival guide to live just
like Neanderthals.

NEW

Through his adventures and despite
all the incidents, the loneliness and the
extreme conditions, Mike Horn always
kept his one goal in mind: to feel alive
and free. His challenges are a path of
wisdom and for more than thirty years,
he has delivered strong humanist messages to demonstrate his life philosophy
and his love for nature. It is by focusing
on the essential and by continuing to be
amazed by what nature can bring to us
that you become your better self.
Richly illustrated with exclusive pictures, this book invites us to reconsider
our relationship with nature but also
to learn how to listen this craving for
freedom deep within us.
Mike Horn was born in South Africa in
1966, and discovered his passion for extreme adventures and exploration very
young. The former member of the South
African Special Forces has taken up the
craziest challenges: he has swum up
the Amazon, travelled around the world
following the Equator line and walked
all around the Arctic Circle. In his books,
he tells us how these incredible expeditions have shaped his outlook on life.

October 2016

Using this nature survival guide, which
is inspired by the lifestyle (habitat,
food, tools) of Neanderthals, set off on
a family adventure and discover how
to live like the European Neanderthals
in the present day. Using checklists to
prepare for your departure, practical
advice on choosing where to set up
camp and predicting the weather, and
drawings illustrating how to start a fire
or identify edible plants, you’ll be able
to live just like Palaeolithic Neanderthals! You will discover all the secrets
of a successful escape through time
and the surrounding environment. The
pleasure is two-fold: first, discover the
nature that surrounds us and learn to
make the most of it, and second, find
out what the Neanderthals would have
seen, eaten and experienced to follow in
their footsteps. At the end of the book,
the author suggests several Neanderthal places and routes for outings in
Europe.
Antoine Balzeau is a paleoanthropologist and a researcher at The National
Centre for Scientific Research (CNRS)
and the National Museum of Natural
History in Paris. Specializing in the
skulls of prehistoric man, he examines
what is hidden inside the skulls using
3D imaging. He is also a specialist in the
evolution of the shape of the brain.
Karine Balzeau is a trainer in environment and environmental citizenship.
Passionate about nature, she received
a PhD in natural and human sciences
communication at the National Museum
of Natural History.
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160x224 | 144 pages | Paperback | ½ Jacket | belly band | 19.90€ | April 2018
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Dream Travel Series

Great Travellers Series

215x215 | 264 pages | Paperback with Flaps | 25€ | Winter 2018

230x300 | 160 pages | Hardcover | 26.90€

The travelling book series that will inspire you and help you prepare for your trips!

The largest illustrated travel book series published by Editions du Chêne, with over 35 titles!

JAPON

NEW

Photographies et textes David Michaud

CUBA

Photographies Pierre Hausherr | Textes François Missen

February 2018

Textes Alexandra de Lassus | Photographies Age Fotostock

Rome
March 2018

Dream Travel: Japan (German), Cuba (WEL), Santiago de Compostela, New York,
Mexico (Italian, Spanish), Vietnam (WEL), China (Italian), France (WEL, Polish),
India (German, Italian, Spanish, WEL), Russia, Morocco (German, Italian, Spanish, WEL),
Spain, West America, South Africa, Thailand, Indian Ocean.

South Italy
September 2017

Birmanie
September 2017

Venise
September 2017

West America
April 2018

Already published : Prague, Amsterdam, Ireland, London, Lisbon, Roma, Venice, Florence, South
Italy, Croatia, Mont Saint-Michel, Britain, Normandy, La Provence et la Côte d’Azur, Camino de Santiago, Corse, Canada, Morocco, New York, West America, Rajasthan, Bali, Australia, Cuba, Thailand,
Japan, South Africa, Brazil, Iceland, Sri Lanka, Myanmar, Egypt, Greek Isles, Tuscany, Andalusia.
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Street Paris 19.90€
May 2017
190x256 | 160 pages | Hardcover
RIGHTS SOLD: WEL

TOURISM & ADVENTURE

The Silk Road 29.90€
October 2017
190x256 | 320 pages | Hardcover
RIGHTS SOLD: German

TOURISM & ADVENTURE

North Korea 29.90€
September 2016
220x235 | 192 pages | Hardcover

Legend of the sea 45€
October 2014
260x340 | 240 pages | Hardcover
RIGHTS SOLD : WEL
Dream Cruises 35€
April 2017
210x270 | 240 pages | Hardcover

Pop City New York 25€
February 2017
150x225 | 192 pages | Hardcover
RIGHTS SOLD: WEL

Ultima Thulé (new edition) 39.90€
November 2016
240x340 | 440 pages | Hardcover

Paris from above 49,90€
January 2015
275x395 | 232 pages | Hardcover
RIGHTS SOLD: WEL

The 50 Most Beautiful Seaside
Golf Courses 49,90€
October 2014
240x288 | 296 pages | Hardcover with Jacket
RIGHTS SOLD: German, Italian
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Ladurée Series

Ladurée Tea Time

00
2 0 0 , 0s s o l d
c o p i en g u a g e s
a
in 8 l

Ladurée is a symbol of French refinement and art-de-vivre, present in more
than 28 countries and 100 boutiques worldwide.

Ladurée
Marie-Pierre Morel
In October 2016, Ladurée opened its
first tea shop in Paris!
This beautiful book invites us to discover the art and recipes of tea time: the
history and origins of tea, its colours,
the art of brewing and serving it, the
refined table art that revolves around it
and the art of savouring it with the appropriate treats. Ladurée also gives us
their favourite teacake recipes to make
Tea Time a unique refined moment.

Macarons 29,90€
October 2014
155x165 | 304 pages
Hardcover in a box, gilted edges
RIGHTS SOLD: WEL, Complex Chinese,
German, Italian, Korean, Spanish

155x165 | 392 pages | Hardcover with Foam in a box, gilted edges | 29.95€

Tea Time 29.90€
November 2017
155x165 | 304 pages | Hardcover with Foam in a box, gilted edge
RIGHTS SOLD: Italian, WEL, Korean

Savory
September 2010
RIGHTS SOLD: WEL, Italian,
Japanese, Portuguese

Sweet
September 2009
RIGHTS SOLD: WEL, Complex Chinese,
Italian, Japanese, Korean, Portuguese,
Spanish

Entertaining 29,90€
October 2014
155x165 | 320 pages
Hardcover with Foam in a box, gilted edges
RIGHTS SOLD: WEL, Italian, Portuguese

The Almanachs
150x190 | 240 pages | Paperback with Cloth Spine | 19.90€
RIGHTS SOLD: German, Japanese

Decoration & Inspiration 49.90€
December 2012
190x260 | 184 pages
Hardcover with pop-up
in an envelope tied with a ribbon
RIGHTS SOLD: WEL, German
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Sauces

MOF Series

October 2018

230 x 270 cm | 504 pages | Hardback with jacket | 39.90€

Eric Trochon

Discover the best recipes in French gastronomy, illustrated with 3,000 step-by-step photographies!

This is a reference book for sauces,
created by Éric Trochon, the Best
Worker in France.
The uniqueness of French cuisine,
and especially French gastronomy,
is based on the key role that sauces
play in the creation of dishes. French
sauces are rich and varied and have
become one of the most important
pieces of savoir-faire in the world. This
is knowledge that is passed down over
generations, from chef to chef. Whether
they are sweet or savoury, hot or cold,
Éric Trochon, MOF, has written a reference book for sauces that portrays a
great respect for French tradition. It is
a book that is aimed at passionate amateurs and strict professionals alike.
From the simplest to the most sophisticated sauces, 150 recipes and 3,000
step-by-step photographs are provided
to guide you. So, why not get cooking!
Eric Trochon received the prestigious
Meilleur Ouvrier de France title in 2011.
He travelled the world before opening
his two Parisian restaurants, Semilla and
Freddy’s, right at the heart of
St Germain-des-Prés.
He has taught at Ferrandi Culinary
School in Paris for many years and
contributed to many works about
prestigious chefs (Paul Bocuse,
Joël Robuchon, etc.). He has collaborated with famous photographs like
Peter Lippman. Inquisitive and eclectic,
he also takes part in various culinary
design artistic performances around
the world.
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October 2016

October 2017

NEW

MOF Series for

Kids

230x270 | 144 pages | Hardcover with jacket | 19.90€
36

SAUCES salées chaudes

Sauces

VA RI A N T E S
Il s’agit d’une réduction de vin rouge
et aromates montés au beurre.
La sauce obtenue doit être onctueuse,
ronde en bouche, brillante, de
couleur lie-de-vin, assez nappante,
avec un fort goût de vin rouge. Évitez
toutefois l’utilisation d’un mixeur
plongeant qui risque de blanchir la
sauce. Cette recette de base s’applique
pour différentes sauces.

POUR 50 CL DE SAUCE
ENVIRON
Préparation : 25 min
MATÉRIEL
Chinois étamine

INGRÉDIENTS
1 gousse d’ail
50 cl de vin rouge pour
réduction
1 branche de thym
10 g de concentré de tomates
400 g de beurre
40 cl de vin rouge pour le
miroir*
3 morceaux de sucre

POUR 6 PERSONNES
Préparation : 25 min
Cuisson : 8 min

3. Incorporez le beurre très froid par
petites parcelles en émulsionnant la sauce
à l’aide d’un fouet.

LES PAPILLOTES DE CHOUX
Faites blanchir les feuilles de choux en les plongeant 3 minutes
dans une grande casserole d’eau bouillante salée puis plongez-les
aussitôt dans un bol d’eau glacée.
Égouttez-les bien, puis séchez-les avec du papier absorbant (selon
l’épaisseur des pavés).
Étalez les feuilles de choux à plat et mettez un pavé de sandre
assaisonné sur chacune d’entre elles. Refermez chaque feuille
de chou, pliure en dessous, et disposez-les dans le panier d’un
cuiseur vapeur (de type couscoussier).
Faites cuire 6 à 8 min à la vapeur, puis retirez le panier de la
vapeur et laissez reposer 3 min.

LE MIROIR

4. Si le rouge de la réduction n’est pas assez

profond, on peut préparer un miroir* (du
vin rouge et du sucre réduits à sec), qu’on
ajoutera au beurre pour renforcer sa
couleur.

LA PRÉPARATION DES SANDRES
Découpez chaque filet de sandre en 3 pavés égaux.
Retirez les petites arrêtes du centre.
Badigeonnez les pavés de beurre fondu. Salez, poivrez et
saupoudrez-les de zestes de citron râpé. Réservez-les au froid.

ASTUCE !

Le sucre du miroir permet
de compenser l’acidité du vin et
rééquilibrer la sauce. La couleur doit
être brillante… comme un miroir.

5. Versez le beurre rouge sur le miroir et,
si besoin, passez la sauce au chinois
étamine pour retirer les échalotes et
homogénéiser sa couleur.

LA PRÉPARATION DES POMMES DE TERRE
Épluchez, lavez puis taillez les pommes de terre en navettes
régulières. Mettez-les dans une casserole d’eau tempérée avec

Classics of French gastronomy explained to children by some of the best chefs in France.
October 2017

Les poissons
Les crustacés
Les coquillages

70 g d’échalotes

2. Dans une casserole, incorporez le vin
rouge avec les échalotes ciselées, l’ail
écrasé, le thym et le concentré de tomates,
puis faites réduire ; la texture doit être
sirupeuse.
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AC C O M PAG N E

L A P R É P A R AT I O N D E L A S A U C E

1. Ciselez finalement les échalotes et
écrasez l’ail.

Mayonnaise

LE PAV É DE SA NDRE
AU BEURRE BL A NC

LE BEU RRE ROU G E

October 2018

INGRÉDIENTS
2 filets de sandre levés par votre
poissonnier
20 g de beurre ramolli
Sel
Des zestes de citron
Poivre du moulin
1 chou vert
12 petites pommes de terre
charlotte

1 c. à café de gros sel
1 quartier de citron
1 feuille de laurier
Fleur de sel
30 cl de beurre blanc

1 cuillère à café de gros sel, 1 feuille de laurier et 1 quartier de
citron. Portez à ébullition et laissez cuire 20 à 25 min à feu doux.
Réservez les pommes de terre au chaud dans l’eau de cuisson.
LE BEURRE BLANC
Confectionnez le beurre blanc (voir recette p. xxx), réservez-le au
bain-marie.

NEW

LA FINITION ET LE DRESSAGE
Déposez les pavés de sandre dans les assiettes chaudes, ajoutez 2
pommes de terre égouttées. Badigeonnez chaque pavé de beurre
frais, ajoutez un peu de fleur de sel et de poivre du moulin.
Présentez le beurre blanc en saucière à part.

À SAVOIR Dans la cuisine française en général, et dans
ce type de préparation en particulier, la température de
dégustation est très importante : aussi, pensez à mettre vos
assiettes au chaud… sans oublier de tiédir la saucière avant
d’y verser le beurre blanc !

Following in his father’s footsteps,
Philippe Urraca opened his first shop
when he was 19 years old. Winner of
the Meilleur Ouvrier de France award
in 1993, the importance he places on
teaching and sharing led him to become
president of the Committee of MOF
Pastry Chefs between 2013 and 2016.

Guillaume Gomez began his career in
the kitchens of the Élysée Palace. It
was there that he honed his skills that
prepared him for the Meilleurs Ouvriers
de France competition, which he won
with flying colors at the age of twentyfive. Over the years, he rose through the
ranks, reaching his current position of
head chef at the Élysée Palace.
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195x250 | 264 pages | Hardcover | 29.90€ | April 2018

MOF Sommelier

230 X 270 | 504 pages | Hardcover | 39,90 € | November 2018

Antoine Petrus
Chef Simon
A classic book on wine waiting,
written by Antoine Pétrus, one of
the Meilleurs Ouvriers de France.

A true manifesto for a responsible,
joyful and simple cuisine.
Chef Simon sees himself as the defendant of a a cuisine that has the smallest possible ecological impact, that
respects the environment, seeks to minimize waste, and promotes experimentation and the development of taste.
In this book, he provides us with more
than just a recipe book – it is a true
manifesto! You will discover 50 delicious recipes as well as new culinary
techniques, enabling you to achieve a
cuisine that is engaged, responsible,
joyful, unlimited, simple and generous
all at once.
After putting his talents to use in
various different kitchens, some with
Michelin stars, and after launching his
own website in 2000, Chef Simon now
writes an online culinary column for the
newspaper Le Monde. He is a benchmark for culinary techniques, not only
for the general public, but also for professional chefs. Chef Simon is followed
on social networks by a multitude of
fans who especially value his colourful
personality and the useful advice that
he gives. He has published many culinary works, notably the very successful
En cuisine by Chef Simon (Cooking
with Chef Simon), published in 2013
by Éditions du Chêne.

Cooking with Chef Simon 29.90€
October 2013
195x250 | 248 pages | Hardcover
RIGHTS SOLD: Complex Chinese

A key figure in French wine waiting,
Antoine Pétrus shares his secrets,
knowledge, advice and personal favourites, as well as his very modern perspective on wine waiting. Find out about
the history of wine waiting, French
vineyards (producers, grape varieties,
wine-making traditions, etc.) and learn
a whole set of wine know-how: What is
the life cycle of the grapevine? What are
the main steps in wine making and main
types of wine? What are AOC (protected
designation of origin) certifications?
What are the best domaines to look for?
Which new bottles are just waiting to be
discovered? And which vintages should
you store? You will also learn how to
pair dishes and wines, build a cellar
and decipher a label just like a MOF
sommelier. Using detailed step-by-step
instructions, learn about tasting, choosing glassware, decanting and opening
bottles. It is a comprehensive book that
lets you discover sommeliers’ excellent
know-how and talent.
Best Young Sommelier of France (2007),
Sommelier of the Year (2008, 2016 and
2017), Meilleur Ouvrier de France in
wine waiting (2011)... Antoine Pétrus
has lost count of his titles and awards.
After learning the ropes from the best
(Paul Bocuse, Alain Ducasse and Serge
Dubs), he joined Hôtel de Crillon in Paris
in 2007, then became restaurant manager at Lasserre, where he managed
a cellar of more than 50,000 bottles.
Training sommeliers from New York
to Singapore, in 2015, Antoine Pétrus
became restaurant manager and head
sommelier at Clarence, before taking
on the role of general manager at the
prestigious Taillevent.

MOF
Sommelier
Antoine Petrus

Préface
PHILIPPE FAURE-BRAC
ALAIN DUCASSE
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CARAFER

Q UEL L E S C A R A FE S CHOISIR ?

DÉCOUPER ET ÔTER LA CAPSULE

M AT É R I E L
Une carafe de votre choix
Un seau avec de la glace
Un support pour conserver le
bouchon si vous le désirez
Un verre à vin pour vous
assurer que le vin à préparer
n’a pas de défaut
Un panier (facultatif)

RAFRAÎCHIR LA CARAFE

1. Coupez la capsule métallique, à l’aide
d’un couteau de sommelier ou à défaut
d’un couteau, en passant sous le
renflement du goulot.

2. Ôtez délicatement la capsule.l’opercule
plastique de protection.

RETIRER LE BOUCHON

1. Pour un vin blanc, sec ou moelleux, un

peu trop élevé en température, placez la
carafe une dizaine de minutes avant le
carafage dans un seau avec un peu d’eau et
de la glace à hauteur.

1. Introduisez délicatement la pointe de la

2. Redressez progressivement la vrille, qui
était inclinée à 20°, afin de mieux piquer le
bouchon. Elle doit être bien droite et
parallèle au bouchon.

4. Faites maintenant levier avec la partie

5. Lorsque vous arrivez à l’extrémité du
bouchon, saisissez-le entre le pouce et
l’index afin d’éviter de le casser et pour
l’extraire plus facilement

vrille du tire-bouchon bien au centre du
bouchon. Si le bouchon bouge légèrement,
n’insistez pas et privilégiez une ouverture
au bilame (voir « Ouvrir un vin au tirebouchon bilame » p. XXX).

À NOTER
Pour un vin rouge, une seule précaution : sa température
de service. Si vous ne disposez pas d’une cave fraîche
(16 °C), placez le flacon 20 minutes au réfrigérateur ou
sur le bord de votre fenêtre lorsque les températures sont
douces.

Pour un vin rouge, une seule précaution : sa température
de service. Si vous ne disposez pas d’une cave fraîche
(16 °C), placez le flacon 20 minutes au réfrigérateur ou
sur le bord de votre fenêtre lorsque les températures sont
douces.

haute du tire-bouchon afin de commencer
à extraire le bouchon. Procédez avec
beaucoup de précaution et de calme, le
risque de casser le bouchon est toujours
important à ce moment.

3. Enfoncez la vrille un maximum sans
pour autant transpercer le bouchon.
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Cooking with Toulouse-Lautrec

GASTRONOMY

256 pages | Spring 2019

Cooking with Artists Series
210x270 | 240 - 256 pages | Hardcover with jacket | 35€

Muriel Lacroix - Pascal Pringarbe
Francis Hammond
Discover the original and amusing
recipes of one of the greatest
artists of the 19th century, a shining
character of a thousand talents
and facets.
Born in Albi and raised in Bordeaux,
Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec knows a
happy childhood up until 1874, when
it is discovered that he has a disease
which affects the development of his
bones and of his growth. Art, which was
already present in his life, then becomes
an outlet to help him fight his disability:
despite his fragile health, he becomes
an artist and very regularly frequents
Montmartre and the 9th arrondissement
of Paris, where he keeps his workshop.
He simultaneously develops another
passion during this time: cooking. With
Maurice Joyant, his intimate friend, he
invents around 400 regional recipes,
full of originality and humour, such as
“muscle skewers” and “chick sauce.”
Between painting and love of good food,
this work is the first to shed light on
the unknown passion of this remarkable
artist - a touching, one-of-a-kind and
curious man, a character of a thousand
talents and facets.
Muriel Lacroix has produced and
conducted radio shows on literature,
cooking, theatre and leisure. Pascal
Pringarbe was trained in the prestigious École hôtelière du Touquet. In
2003, after having opened two traditional restaurants in Paris, he and Muriel
Lacroix transformed the Château de la
Morinière in Andrezé (Maine-et-Loire)
into a guest house, where they offer
seasonal traditional cuisine. Both are
the co-authors of Carnets de cuisine
de George Sand (2013) and Carnets
de cuisine de Colette (2015).
Francis Hammond is a British-born
photographer specialized in
art-de-vivre and cooking.
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Learn how to cook like the greatest artists!

NEW

Cooking with Monet
March 2016
RIGHTS SOLD: WEL, German

Cooking with George Sand
April 2013
RIGHTS SOLD: German

Cooking with Colette
September 2015

Cooking with la Mère Poulard
March 2018
RIGHTS SOLD: WEL

Cooking with Dumas
October 2013

BACKLIST
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Frederic Anton’s budget recipes
Tarts RIGHTS SOLD: WEL
Teacakes, Potatoes

Sola 49.90€
November 2015
245x290 | 288 pages | Hardcover
RIGHTS SOLD: WEL

KEI 59.90€
April 2014
267x317 | 320 pages | Hardcover

Le Grand Véfour 59.90€
September 2016
280 x 360 | 224 pages | Hardcover
RIGHTS SOLD: WEL

The Italian Way 35€
November 2015
195x250 | 288 pages | Hardcover

Noodles 29.90€
October 2016
210x270 | 320 pages | PLC Hardcover
RIGHTS SOLD: German

Fabien’s Korean Food 29.90€
October 2016
190x256 | 256 pages | Hardcover

Frederic Anton’s budget recipes Series Frédéric Anton, Christelle Brua
210x270 | 432 pages | Hardbound | 29.90€

Rice
October 2014
RIGHTS SOLD: German

Cheeses 29.90€
March 2016
195x250 | 240 pages | Hardcover

Pasta
October 2016

Eggs
October 2015

Shabbat in 30 min light 25€
March 2017
185x237 | 192 pages | Hardcover

Shabbat in 30 min classic 25€
March 2014
185x237 | 192 pages | Hardcover

Le Guide de dégustation
de l’amateur de Thé
Christine Barbaste
François-Xavier Delmas - Mathias Minet

Tea Sommelier 24.90€
October 2016
195x250 | 224 pages | Hardcover
RIGHTS SOLD: Complex Chinese, Korean,
Russian, Simplified Chinese, WEL

Japanese Teas: Jugetsudo 29.90€
November 2015
210x270 | 240 pages | Hardcover

Coffee 35€
November 2015
195x250 | 320 pages | Hardcover with Jacket
RIGHTS SOLD: Complex Chinese, Simplified Chinese

The Tea Lovers Tasting Guide 25€
April 2015
160 x 280 | 248 pages | Paperback with flaps
RIGHTS SOLD: WEL

Claire Heitzler 45€
October 2015
230x280 | 320 pages | Harcover with jacket
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Year-Round Bouquets
Stéphane Pennetier
Pascaline Noak
How to create poetic, natural bouquets, no matter what the season!
Three poppies, a handful of violets, a
few honeysuckle vines... sometimes
less is more when it comes to creating a
beautiful bouquet! With Stéphane Pennetier’s useful advice in hand, you will
discover how to use the full ornamental
and decorative potential of flowers, in
each season, in order to create incredible compositions. What is the secret?
To use what nature offers us, learning to
observe, to recognize and respect the
wild flowers you can find along paths, in
forests, in the fields... And of course, to
put a few essential tips and tricks into
practice in order to experience the pleasure of creating your own bouquets.
Stéphane Pennetier trained as an engineer but has always retained his love
of creating pastoral bouquets with a
mixture of flowers from the countryside
and the family garden, which he acquired from his childhood in the Nantes
region. Since 2015, he has led “pastoral
workshops” in which he helps participants to create their own bouquets
using flowers, branches and berries.
Over the last fifteen years, Pascaline
Noak has worked within the world of
gardens, in design and architecture, in
writing magazine reports and illustrating different works.

LIFESTYLE

195x250 | 240 pages | Hardcover with jacket | 29.90€ | September 2018

LIFESTYLE

The Truth about
Organic Cosmetics
Jean-Louis Poiroux
Galya Ortega
Faced with the increasing dangers that
threaten our planet, health and safety
simultaneously, today we have been
forced to rethink all sectors of human
activity. These include agriculture,
nutrition, energy, textiles, but also,
undeniably, cosmetics! Being so close to
our skin, logically the main priority for
cosmetics is that they should provide us
with benefits. But is this really the case?
This book uses a general review of organic products as a starting point, focusing on the link between human beings
and nature, on food, but also includes
environmental, ethical and social issues.
By specifically looking at the case for
organic cosmetics, the book explains
how organic products can help protect
our health while also being the origin of
a new societal model: one that is based
on participative and environmentally
responsible values.
Jean-Louis Poiroux is the founder of
Cinq Mondes (Five World) Spas.
He has published many works including
L’Art du bien-être dans le monde (The
Art of Wellbeing in the World).
Galya Ortega is a holistic care practitioner and a specialist in massages from
around the world. She has published
many works including Nuad Bo’Rarn,
le massage thaï traditionnel (Nuad
Bo’Rarn, a Traditional Thai Massage).
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155x235 | 208 pages | Paperback ½ jacket with belly band | 19.90€ | August 2018
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Adopt a Non-Toxic Attitude!

LIFESTYLE

LIFESTYLE

“52 victories” Series

155 x 235 cm | 320 pages | Paperback | 17.90€ | 2019

150x210 | 192 pages | Paperback | 12.90€ | 2018

Catherine Louis
Find out how to identify toxic substances and limit the risks of exposure
by adopting good practices in all areas
and at different periods of our lives.
Adopt a Non-Toxic Attitude! This is the
simple and positive response to the
anxiety-inducing climate, caused by the
dangers around us: baby bottles with
phthalates, creams and shampoos with
parabens and other risks linked to endocrine disruptors, triclosan, pesticides,
etc.
Gain an understanding of how the
chemical products that we use each day
can have an impact on our health: while
feeding our families, dressing ourselves, putting on make-up, cleaning or
decorating our houses, playing with our
children, etc. Above all, we can find out
what we can do to protect ourselves.
Catherine Louis is an environmental health advisor. She is a graduate
of IFSEN (a French training institute
on Environmental Health) and runs
prevention workshops in hospitals and
other medical settings for pregnant and
infertile women. She is also a certified
NESTING leader, for the WECF (Women
in Europe for a Common Future).

Book editor for over 20 years, mother, bric-a-brac seller in her free time,
teacher, great traveller and naturally curious about others,
Catherine Laulhère radiates joie de vivre. In this collection,
she shares her little secrets for the good life.

STOP gloominess !
January 2018

STOP spending !
January 2018

STOP the mess !
February 2018

STOP wasting !
February 2018
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185x237 | 192 pages | Paperback with 3/4 jacket | 25€ | October 2018

Stéphanie Marie
Carole Tolila

Unique!
Alexandre Pachulski

Discover what makes you
unique, reveal your abilities
and use them to thrive as an
individual and make everyone
better off.

Redecorate your garden with 30
DIY creations!
Gardens, be they large or small, are
now considered to be extensions of the
rooms of the house. So what could be
more natural than decorating them? Instead of buying ready-made objects, this
book suggests 30 easy do-it-yourself
projects with step-by-step instructions
on how to create original decorations.
These include making a teapot into a
hanging basket, recycling old pallets to
create herb boxes, making an outdoor
seat using a car wheel and some rope,
and making a teepee out of foam... so
many ideas that will help you to plant or
get the children playing creatively.
For each DIY creation, there is a photo
of the finished product in the garden as
well as illustrated, step-by-step instructions to help you at each stage.
Stéphane Marie joined the channel
France 5 in 1998 to take the lead of
“Silence, ça pousse!” (Quiet, It’s
Growing!) the channel’s first gardening
programme. With Éditions du Chêne,
he has published several books on
gardening.
Carole Tolila is a journalist who has
worked with the channel Direct 8 and
the programme “Les Maternelles”
(Kindergardens), where she was the expert for do-it-yourself. Later, she joined
Stéphane Marie on “Silence ça pousse!”.
Each week, alongside Stéphane Marie,
she shows a do-it-yourself gardening
decoration project.

NEW

100% Design: pallets
April 2012
RIGHTS SOLD: WEL, Dutch, German

100% Design: bookshelves
August 2013
RIGHTS SOLD: WEL, Korean, Simplified Chinese

“Be yourself; everyone else is already
taken”, said Oscar Wilde, inviting us to
remember that we are all unique.
At a time in which individuals have
become mere human resources for
companies and society is getting ready
to welcome new forms of artificial
intelligence, the time has come for
the world to reinvent itself, and for us,
individuals, to reaffirm our humanity. We
have to learn to get to know ourselves,
to (re)discover what makes us unique,
to reveal our abilities and use them to
thrive both personally and collectively.
This means reinventing school, work,
companies and the way in which we use
technology.
This book is for anyone who wants to
contribute to this new social project.
By using examples from daily life and
pop culture, the author describes the
skills and lessons needed for this to
happen, allowing us to reveal once again
our uniqueness as humans.
After receiving his PhD in Artificial
Intelligence, Alexandre Pachulski ran a
management consultancy firm for eight
years. In 2007, he co-founded Talentsoft, a computing platform allowing
people to take their professional destiny
into their own hands and reveal their
full potential, flourishing and expressing
themselves fully. A renowned expert, he
teaches at Paris Dauphine University,
as well as reaching people through his
lectures and You Tube channel.

155 x 235 | 288 pages | Paperback | 19.90€ | October 2018
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Laying the elegant table 39.90€
October 2005
280x220 | 178 pages | Hardcover
RIGHTS SOLD : German, WEL, Japanese

Inside Venetian Palaces 39.90€
October 2016
252x324 | 240 pages | Hardcover
RIGHTS SOLD : Italian, WEL

50 Years of Habitat 49.90€
October 2014
240x260 | 360 pages | Hardcover with jacket

Create your own painter’s garden 29.90€
April 2017
195x250 | 208 pages | Hardcover with jacket

My Catbook 19.90€
September 2017
160x224 | 160 pages | Paperback with flaps
RIGHTS SOLD : German

LIFESTYLE
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Bullet Time Series
150x210 | Paperback | 9.90€

NEW

NEW

NEW

A customizable diary for everybody!

Bullet Time Fashion
February 2018
144 pages

Bullet Time Home Decor
May 2018
144 pages

Bullet Time Deluxe 16.90€
September 2017
208 pages | Faux leather cover

Bullet Time Journal
January 2017
224 page
RIGHTS SOLD : German

Bullet Time Healthy
April 2018
144 pages

NEW

Bullet Time Cooking
January 2018
144 pages

Bullet Time Travel Journal
May 2017
144 pages

Bullet Time Photos 12.90€
April 2018
230x300 | 72 pages | Hardcover

80

Sketchnote Time

DIARIES

DIARIES

150x210 | 192 pages | Paperback | 12.90€ | February 2018

Béatrice Lhuillier
Sketchnoting? A note-taking method
that is visual, effective, fun and helps
you improve your memory capacity by
550%! Using simple and practical explanations as well as a series of exercises,
you can learn about all the different
aspects of this new technique. Want to
take it even further? Join the wonderful
community of sketchnoters throughout
the world!

NEW
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Kenzo Takada
Kenzo Takada
Kazuko Masui
Chihiro Masui

The whole Kenzo journey
recounted by its creator.
This book recounts 40 years of creation
and the whole career of the famous
fashion designer. In the first part of the
work, sketches of clothes of his most
iconic collections will highlight the evolution of the Kenzo style whereas part
II will uncover how this Japanese artist
conquered the world through great
photographs of his work.
-

Kenzo Takada is a worldwide famous
fashion designer at the roots of the
brand KENZO. Born in Japan, he moves
to Paris in 1964 and his first runway
show takes place in 1970. He created
numerous ready-to-wear collections
for men and women, as well as a perfume collection.
Kazuko Masui is the author of various
books on fashion and gastronomy in
Japan and France. She is one of the
designer’s closest friends.
Chihiro Masui was born in Japan in
1964. She left her native country when
she was four-years-old to go to New
York, London and Paris. After studying
philosophy at the Sorbonne she became
a translator and journalist for the
Japanese and French press. She is the
author of several books.

FASHION

230x300 | 560 pages | Hardcover | 49.90€ | October 2018

FASHION
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Dancing in the Street Peter Knapp and Fashion
François Cheval
Audrey Hoareau
Claude Brouet
Annie Le Brun
A privileged witness to the beginning
of Yves Saint Laurent’s career, André
Courrèges’s audacity, and Emanuel
Ungaro’s radical ideas, Peter Knapp
revolutionized fashion photography in
the 1960s, borrowing from the aesthetic
avant-garde and cinema. He captured
the moment in which women broke
free from their constraints in images, in
moments of modernity and exhilarating
freedom. The girls dance and jump:
their movement is essential. Through
200 photographs, many of which have
never before been seen, this book tells
the story of 50 years of fashion. It
transports us to the fun and joyful world
of an all-round artist, who made the
models, clothes and accessories shine.

After studying history and ethnology,
François Cheval has been a museum
curator since 1982. He co-founded the
new Lianzhou Museum of Photography,
the first public photography museum in
China.
Audrey Hoareau started her career
working with the collections of the Musée Nicéphore Niépce. Since 2007, she
has been in charge of the Peter Knapp
archives.
Claude Brouet was the director of Elle
France, then Editor-in-Chief of Marie
Claire before joining Hermès, where he
worked until 1997.
Annie Le Brun is a writer and exhibition
curator. She formed part of the French
Surrealist movement during its later
years.

FASHION

210x270 | 250 pages | Hardcover | 45€ | March 2018

FASHION
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50 Years of Fashion
by Mouchy

240x310 | 192 pages | Hardcover | 35€ | November 2017

Mouchy

Explore the history of fashion
design behind the scenes with
illustrator and trendsetter
Mouchy.
This beautiful book takes all fashion
lovers into the heart of design and creation. From the 1960s to 2000, fashion
illustrator Mouchy provides a lively and
stunning overview of fashion. Decade
by decade, her drawings capture her encounters with the designers that made
fashion trends in the second half of the
20th century. The book is organized
chronologically, with one chapter per
decade and subsections on her publications all over the world.
-

Mouchy started her career as a fashion
illustrator in the 1960s, working in Paris
with the biggest names in couture:
Balenciaga, Givenchy, Dior, SaintLaurent and Courrèges. Her beautiful
illustrations found immediate success
and were published in major magazines
in France, the United States and Italy.
From 1969 to 1981, she worked for the
French professional fashion magazine
GAP, presenting the work of young designers such as Kenzo, Mugler, Beretta,
Rykiel, Castelbajac, Chantal Thomas
and Jean-Paul Gaultier.

FASHION
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GIFT BOOKS

Religion
The Little Books Series
100x150 |176 pages | Hardcover with foam & gilted Edges | 14,95€
A collection of precious, attractive and affordable little books that allow the reader to discover a particular theme
through vintage illustrations and texts.

Little Book of Angels
			

Little Book of Christian
places

Little Book of Bible

Little Book of Mary

Little Book of Saints
			

Little Book of Jesus’ life

Little Book of Christmas

Little Book of Prayers

Little Book of Nativity

RIGHTS SOLD in 7 different languages (more details upon request)
The Little Books: New York, Russia, Japan, Eiffel Tower, Paris, Britain, Loire’s Castles, Castles, French regions, Cities and shields, Language of
Flowers, Trees, Flowers, Medicinal Plants, Mushrooms, Cats, Birds, Versailles, Far West, Middle Age, Experiences, Explorers, French Revolution,
School, Louis XIV, France’s kings, Importance dates in History, Historical quotes, Colloquial quotes, Napoléon, French gastronomy, La Fontaine’s
fables, Important figures, Children’s games, Ancient names, Ancient jobs, Christmas, Nativity, Superstitions, Moon, Happiness, Popes, Myths and
legends, Gods, Prayers, Santiago de Compostela, Bible, Mary, Angels, Christian places, Saints, Saints 2, Jesus’ life, Symbols, Gospels, India, Wild
plants, Marie-Antoinette, Hunting, Babies.

Nature

NEW
NEW

Little Book of Cats		

Little Book of Dogs

Little Book of Birds

Little Book of Trees

Little Book of Wild plants
Little Book of Gods		
Little Book of Gospels
					

Little Book of Mushrooms
Little Book of Moon
Little Book of Medicinal
Little Book of Language
						Plants 			of Flowers

Little Book of Santiago
de Compostela

The Little of Popes
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Places

Little Book of Paris		
Little Book of the Eiffel Tower
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History

Little Book of Middle Age
Little Book of Castles
						
			

Little Book of Importants
dates in History 		

Little Book of Important
historic figures

NEW
NEW

Little Book of India		
Little Book of Japan
						

Little Book of trades of
the past
			

Little Book of Explorers

Little Book of Marie-Antoinette

Others

NEW

Little Book of Russia
Little Book of the Far West
						

Little Book of Happiness
			

Little Book of Castles

Little Book of School

Little Book of Superstitions

Little Book of Versailles
Little Book of New York
						

Little Book of Children’s
Little Book of Experiences
games				

Little Book of Symbols
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Michael Jackson: All the songs

MUSIC

October 2018

Richard Lecocq
François Allard
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Led Zeppelin: All the Songs

September 2018

Jean-Michel Guesdon
Philippe Margotin
Led Zeppelin’s entire discography
analysed and explained by experts.

The King of Pop’s songs, music
videos and choreographies analysed and explained by specialists.
Michael Jackson specialists Richard
Lecocq and François Allard give an
in-depth analysis of the artist’s incredible rise to fame, his founding performances within the Jackson Five, his
revolutionary choreographies and his
various artistic collaborations.
Close to 200 of his musical, scenic and
cinematographic performances are
analysed in order to better understand
the legendary artist.
Published in time for the 10th anniversary of the artist’s death in June 2019.
François Allard is passionate about
Michael Jackson’s music. Known to be
a specialist in African-American music,
he is the founder of the website
www.mjstrangersite.com,
and co-animator of the website
www.mjstreet.net.
Richard Lecocq is an expert on
Michael Jackson. In 2001, he created
the website www.mjdatabank.com,
which earned him the recognition of
Michael Jackson himself. Author the
biography King (2011), he is also president of the website www.mjstreet.net.
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NEW

RIGHTS SOLD : WEL

In this richly illustrated new title of the
internationally acclaimed All the Songs
series, every single one of Led Zeppelin’s
songs and recordings is analysed by
two music experts. The influences
that contributed to the creation of the
band’s unique music are named, and
the creative context behind each song
is explained. Even the band’s incredible medleys, improvised during their
breathtaking concerts, are analysed!
Not a single aspect of this legendary
band and its discography is left out.
In 2018, we will be celebrating the 50th
anniversary of the band’s creation.
Philippe Margotin is a writer, collections director and ex-editorial manager
of Universal/Polygram Kiosks and DIAL.
He has authored many works on music,
including biographies of The Rolling
Stones, Radiohead, Amy Winehouse,
John Lennon, Eric Clapton and The
Velvet Underground.
Jean-Michel Guesdon is an editor,
producer, musician and sound engineer.
In 1984, he created his own production
company, Editions du Pékinois, and
worked as artistic director for Rym
Musique and editorial director for the
publishing houses Atlas, Fabbri and
Cobra.

NEW

RIGHTS SOLD : WEL

BACKLIST
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Jimi Hendrix: All the songs
Jean-Michel Guesdon
Philippe Margotin
All of Jimi Hendrix’s pieces
explained, analysed and
deciphered for the first time
Although his musical career spanned
less than four years, Jimi Hendrix
helped put the electric guitar on the
map and revolutionized music, becoming one of the key musicians of the
twentieth century. A talented improviser, he experimented with instrumental
techniques and unprecedented recording methods and freed the guitar from
convention, offering a completely personal interpretation of rock and blues.
Today, his influence stretches beyond
just rock music, inspiring guitarists from
all walks of life.
In this new, richly illustrated work from
the All the songs Series, the authors sift
through all the guitar hero’s songs and
recordings. From his first collaborations
to the summit of Woodstock and the
context behind his creation, no aspects
of his career are ignored.
Philippe Margotin is a writer, collections director and ex-editorial manager
of Universal/Polygram Kiosks and DIAL.
He has authored many works on music,
including biographies of The Rolling
Stones, Radiohead, Amy Winehouse,
John Lennon, Eric Clapton and The
Velvet Underground.
Jean-Michel Guesdon is an editor,
producer, musician and sound engineer.
In 1984, he created his own production
company, Editions du Pékinois, and
worked as artistic director for Rym
Musique and editorial director for the
publishing houses Atlas, Fabbri and
Cobra.

MUSIC
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All the Songs Series

Autumn 2019
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210x270 | 672-704 pages | Harcover with jacket | 49,90€
Jean-Michel Guesdon et Philippe Margotin

JIMI HENDRIX
LA
TOTALE
LES 82 CHANSONS EXPLIQUÉES

Your favourite artists’ entire discographies analysed and explained by music experts.
"Margotin and Guesdon combine a passion for music with thoughtful and comprehensive research,
resulting in ready-reference that doubles as the ultimate coffee-table book. There's an entry for each
song, along with a sumptuous array of images and anecdotes galore."
Mahnaz Dar, Library Journal

NEW

NYT
bestseller

The Beatles All the songs
October 2013
RIGHTS SOLD : WEL, Dutch, German, Italian, Spanish

Bob Dylan All the songs
September 2016
RIGHTS SOLD : WEL, Dutch, German, Spanish

Pink Floyd All the songs
October 2017
RIGHTS SOLD : WEL, Dutch, German, Spanish

The Rolling Stones All the songs
September 2016
RIGHTS SOLD : WEL, Dutch, German, Spanish
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Motorcycles Series

Triumph

Discover E/P/A’s new motorcycles series!
These books are written in close collaboration with each brand, giving access
to exclusive archives and previously unseen photographs.

Triumph, England’s greatest
brand of motorcycles.
A publication carried out with
the brand’s collaboration, giving
access to archives and previously unseen images

NEW

BMW
April 2018

Harley-Davidson
2019

NEW

Indian
April 2019

October 2017

Michaël Levivier
Zef Enault

245x305 | 240 pages | Hardcover | 35€

NEW
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NEW

Ducati
Autumn 2019

From the birth of Triumph in 1886 to the
new reinterpretation of the mythical
Bonneville, this book presents the history of England’s most famous motorbike
constructor. This is a work which takes
the reader on a prestigious journey
to discover the brand’s most striking
models, showing off every motorbike by
featuring superb illustrations. Chiseled
texts feed into this documented motorbike exploration, bringing depth to the
illustrations.
Zef Enault is a motorbike journalist.
He worked for 10 years at the French
magazine Moto Journal before becoming the executive editor of Twin &
Triple, a magazine dedicated to English
motorbikes. Today, he is the editor of
the Fast & Lucky website.
Michael Levivier integrated the team
of the famous weekly magazine Moto
Journal in 2000. Journalist and later
professional test driver, he now travels
the world, hopping from press presentations to news reports and long-distance
motorbike tests.
Yud Pourdieu Le Coz, trained as a film
photographer, has collaborated with
most magazines which are specialized
in motorbikes in France, particularly
with the Moto Revue, L’intégral and,
since 2002, Moto Journal.

RIGHTS SOLD : WEL
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Alpine
The return of a French icon.

TRANSPORT

Transport Series

287x200 | 168 pages | Hardcover | 35€ | May 2018

287x200 | 150- 168 pages | Hardcover | 35€

Ivan Magot
In this book we will retrace the important moments for Alpine, from its
creation in 1955, right up to and the
new version developed by Renault
Sport that will be launched in 2018.
Apart from the history of the brand and
its key sporting moments, especially
in rallies, the key models (A 108, A 110,
A 130, A 610) are also showcased in
close-up exclusive photos. The book will
be complemented with interviews with
the people who have helped to create
Alpine, like Jean-Charles Rédélé, ‘Mr
Jean’s’ son, the ‘four musketeers’ (Andruet, Darniche, Thérier and Nicolas)
who helped to build the brand in 1973,
Alpine’s project manager today, etc.
For twelve years, Ivan Magot, who has a
passion for two wheels, was a motorbike
tester and editor for the weekly magazines Moto Journal and Moto Revue, taking part in the great adventure Joe Bar
Team. Then he became fascinated by
cars, and after twenty years of testing
cars and writing reviews for L’Automobile Magazine, he went independent,
bringing together his three passions:
two wheels, four wheels and writing.
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Discover E/P/A’s transport series, featuring the most emblematic vehicles in the history of transportation!

NEW

Citroen 2cv
May 2014

American Cars
March 2017

A380
October 2016

Fiat 500
September 2016

Mini
April 2017

BMW
January 2016

Audi
October 2014
RIGHTS SOLD : German

DS Citroen
September 2015

Lamborghini
November 2013

Volkswagen Golf
January 2019

Corvette
January 2018

Citroen traction avant
October 2014

Porsche 911
September 2018
RIGHTS SOLD : German

Scooters
October 2016
RIGHTS SOLD : German

Immortelle Cox
September 2016
RIGHTS SOLD : German
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270x355 | 240 pages | Hardcover with jacket | 35€ | Autumn 2018

Artcurial

Thomas Cortesi
Michaël Levivier

Patrick Lesueur
Jean-Marc Thévenet

The dream that drives Porsche
goes beyond the mere mechanic
performance of these fabulous
cars. It has become a veritable
way of life.

Artcurial’s most beautiful
automobile sales.

There are many aspects and different
faces to the Porsche passion, and it
even ends up shaping some of the fans’
lives. In this magnificent book, which is
both impressive and authentic, you will
find André Lotterer, the official Porsche
driver who won the 24 Hours of Le
Mans; Nicolas, the founder of Machine
Revival, a workshop in Lyon that skilfully restores and reinvents the legendary
911; Olivier Saint Jours, the director of
Eastpack who talks about his love of
the Stuttgart brand; Antoine Gallais,
the keen poster artist of the 912; AKira
Nakai, the founder of the RWB style, etc.
So many passions, with lives that are
revealed in large format, thanks to Thomas Cortesi’s sublime photos.
Thomas Cortesi is a photographer,
passionate by the mechanic more specifically in automobile. He photographs
models for many constructors all over
the world. So many passions, with lives
that are revealed in large format, thanks
to Thomas Cortesi’s sublime photos.
Michael Levivier integrated the team
of the famous weekly magazine Moto
Journal in 2000. Journalist and later
professional test driver, he now travels
the world, hopping from press presentations to news reports and long-distance
motorbike tests, and regularly steps
in as deputy executive editor for many
special editions.

RIGHTS SOLD : German

Hervé Poulain, the Artcurial auctioneer,
has devoted himself to his passion for
cars, selling some of the most beautiful
vintage cars. This great art lover has
always been fascinated by the world of
automobiles.
As a racing car driver, he took part in
the 24h Le Mans race on many different
occasions and invented the concept
of Art Cars: cars that are decorated
by the most famous artists of the time
– Calder, Lichtenstein, Warhol, César,
Arman, etc.
In this beautiful book, that comes in a
box, he tells us about his favourite sales
for Artcurial as well as his passion for
automobiles, which is intrinsically linked
to his passion for art.
In 1971, Patrick Lesueur started his
career as a cartoonist, especially for
the weekly magazine Pilote. As well
as a love for creating cartoons, he had
always had a passion for automobile
history. Towards the end of the 1980s,
this prompted him to start a new job as
a journalist and author, a role that has
given rise to around twenty books.
The author, journalist and scriptwriter
for comics Jean-Marc Thévenet has
been editor-in-chief of Pilote, director
of the Futuropolis X collection and
director of Angoulême International
Comics Festival. He is deeply involved
in the art world and runs the Le Havre
contemporary art biennale.

275x320 | 320 pages | Hardcover in a box | 70€ | October 2018
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Supercross

287 x 200 | 192 pages | Hardcover | 35€ | November 2018

Stephan Legrand

Stephan Legrand

Following the success of his first
work Supercross, Stephen Legrand
continues exploring this spectacular discipline.

Feel an adrenaline rush as 22 riders
line up behind the starting gate!

This time, he transports us to these
wide American spaces where breathtaking races take place in an open-air
natural environment. He passionately
describes the origins of this incredible
sport, introduces us to its stars, their
motorbikes, teams and fans, and presents a never-before-seen panorama of
all the American championship races,
from Glen Helen in California to Unadilla
in New York.
This book is written by an expert in
the field, Stéphan Legrand, a French
journalist based in the United States
and a passionate follower of Supercross for the last 18 years. He created
the website www.LeBigUSA.com, the
leading French information source on
Supercross, attracting 204,500 unique
visitors per month.
Forthcoming title :
The great motocross book
the two-in-one Bible for motocross
and supercross fans! Combined in one
complete book, these two sports, one
indoor and one outdoor, are presented in great detail: their history,
riders, routes, motorbikes.

NEW

American Supercross is a spectacular
and exciting sport that gathers 800,000
spectators in the United States every
year. From 1972 to the present day, roam
the country from east to west and dive
into the fascinating universe of legendary riders: ‘King’ Jeremy McGrath, the
talented James Stewart, French rider
Marvin Musquin, German prodigy Ken
Roczen and many more!
This book is written by an expert in
the field, Stéphan Legrand, a French
journalist based in the United States
and a passionate follower of Supercross for the last 18 years. He created
the website www.LeBigUSA.com, the
leading French information source on
Supercross, attracting 204,500 unique
visitors per month.

287 x 200 | 192 pages | Hardcover | 35€ | October 2017
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180x280 | 224 pages | Hardcover | 25€ | Autumn 2017

210 x 270 | 240 pages | Harcover | 35€ | October 2018

The Orient-Express

Maritime Routes

Clive Lamming

François Chevalier

RIGHTS SOLD : Simplified Chinese

RIGHTS SOLD : German, Simplified Chinese

Long train rides to the edge
of Europe, a luxurious setting
and state-of-the-arts technology:
all aboard the mythical OrientExpress!

Territorial conquests, intrepid
adventurers and inaccessible
locations: discover the fascinating
history of navigation and men!

The book presents a model-by-model
exploration of this legendary brand,
which has reinvented itself.
These vehicles have the passion and
thirst for freedom of the famous American dream in their very DNA.
This book presents the exceptional characteristics of the legendary American
vehicle that first appeared during the
Second World War: the Jeep. The crucial
role that this first industrialized 4x4
played in the conflict led to its international success following the war and
to its evolution into a leisure vehicle.
The book explains how the famous Civil
Jeeps (CJ), which developed directly from the Willys, evolved over the
years into the brand’s most charismatic model: the famous Jeep Wrangler.
We mustn’t forget the other - just as
attractive - models that also appear:
the Cherokee, Grand Cherokee, and
more recently, the Renegade and Jeep
Compass.
Serge Potier, the journalist and
photographer, is also the editorin-chief of Génération 4x4 Magazine
and its website www.g4x4mag.fr.
A true pioneer in his field, he has
a wealth of information at his fingertips,
as well as never-before-seen photos
of these all-terrain vehicles, particularly
Jeeps.

Clive Lamming is a renowned railway
historian and a prolific writer in the
field, with more than 60 books published, including Trains de légende in 35
volumes and Le Larousse des Trains et
des Chemins de fers. He also works as
a technical consultant in cinema and for
the G-8.

François Chevalier is a historian, naval
architect and university teacher. He
is the author of 20 works of reference
on the history of sailing, among them
Les Tours du monde à la voile, La Louis
Vuitton‘s Cup, La LittleCup and Les
Voiliers classiques. An illustrator and
journalist for the sailing magazine
Voiles & Voiliers since 1984, he regularly writes articles for the international
press and has received many literary
prizes, including the prestigious Neptunia Prize delivered by the Musée de la
Marine in Paris.
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The Culture of Series

November 2017

Patrick Mahé
Be transported to the wonderful
world of rum!

210x270 | 192 - 264 pages | Hardcover with Jacket | 35€

A book series that lets you travel the world looking for the best spirits.

This beautifully illustrated book
invites us to an authentic, light and
festive journey to the world’s various
rum cultures across the West Indies,
Jamaica, Barbados, Cuba and the Indian
Ocean. It revisits the history of what
started out as a pauper’s drink, born
from the French art of distillation. Filled
with anecdotes on various cultures and
their respective rum savoir-faire, this
book also includes a “top 100” list of the
world’s best rums, compiled by experts,
as well as maps localizing the world’s
most important distilleries.
Patrick Mahé is the author of Culture
Whisky (already in its 5th edition) and
Culture Champagne. He has worked as
executive editor for the magazine Paris
Match, and has published more than 50
works, including 20 illustrated books on
travel and lifestyle, mostly with Editions
du Chêne and E/P/A.

Whisky
September 2017
RIGHTS SOLD : Simplified Chinese

Champagne
November 2014
RIGHTS SOLD : Simplified Chinese, Russian
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How to play tennis
Paul-Henri Mathieu
In this practical guide for beginners as well as more experienced
players, the champion Paul-Henri
Mathieu shares his experience as a
high-level athlete.
Can you think of a better teacher than
Paul-Henri Mathieu to learn how to play
tennis or how to get better at it?
As if he was teaching a private lesson, Paul-Henri Mathieu methodically
approaches and details everything
you need to know about tennis. He
addresses his explanation to beginners
but also to people already knowledgeable about the basis: from how to
hold your racket to how to position
yourself, but also serving the ball and
shots, the different technics are clearly
detailed, with several illustrations for
easier understanding, giving the reader
tips aplenty.
Tactical illustrations, training and recovering plans, advice on the importance
of mindset…: nothing is left to chance.
Born in 1982, Paul-Henri Mathieu has
been revolving around the highest world
levels for 20 years. He was selected to
be part of the Davis Cup French team,
and won several tournaments on the
ATP circuit. After ranking 12th worldwide in April 2008, he retired in 2017.
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August 2018

How to play Series
150x210 | 160 pages | Paperback | 18€ | 2018

An accessible approach to some of the most popular sports!

How to play golf
February 2018
RIGHTS SOLD : Simplified Chinese
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For rights enquiries regarding the titles on this page, please contact: contact@lautreagence.eu
The King of Disco, father of the ‘French touch’,
tells his extraordinary story !

Cerrone 19.90€
April 2018
155x235 | 256 pages | Paperback

Vincent Paterson’s exclusive autobiography !

Vincent Paterson 22€
September 2018
155x235 | 300 pages | Paperback

Omar Hasan has followed an incredible trajectory
from Argentina to France, from playing rugby to
making music, and he wants to tell his story for the
first time.

Art in Its Raw Form, Omar Hasan 19.90€
April 2018
155 x 235 cm | 288 pages | Paperback

The astonishing story of the talented leader of The Cure!

The young man from Crawley 22€
Octobre 2018
155 x 235 cm | 288 pages | Paperback
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